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• 	 AT 

It Is si: that a rdI pressure graftent wdsts in the 

cilver chloride when it is used as tbe pz'eSEure tzwismitting 

in Bn anvils.. The rMiet can be Obviated by the 

is of 4rci 	sections of wire. The cafltcr at cuiture of 

the vire boop is t:coinci4ent With the anvil center. When 

the inner and outer dlawters of the pobUite retaining rin 

are 1/2 and i/i" respectivay,, the Z55DU5,.  

P(o.725+ø.681)L 

where R is the traotona1 displacewnt from the center, and L is 

• 

	

	 the aVO%V4F pressure as deterned from the total load and area of 

the anvil ihee 2hs above appees to be valld to 325 Kbars. The 

Btnuth -8 transition is found to occur at 88+3 Kbrars. 
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The ein1icitr of C nc1rction and ease of operation make the mvils  

very attractive for the inveatit1on of hih pressure 

- 	phenonena. 3rLdn used the aw43.s to determine the pressure ceffieient 

of electrical rasistedee of 72 substances. ?baee traneXtione for a nurnber 
a 

of solids vere d.e8uCed from finfte discontinuities in the realsteAce. 

in principle, as the internal friction vich cmi4ontes the determlaa-

tion of press*Z'e in the pu n-cylinder apparatus tø absent in the anviU, one 

wo4 eect the discrepwwy to be such that the pressures for fixed points 

wwAld be higher in the ietcn-cylindeD aaathe.. HOwr,  the reveree is 

true. 2he ssures at whiCh Bridgmt 9bUnd transitionsin the anvils did 

not see vith the corresponding transition pressures found in the cozrvention. 

al cr 	iston 	 r ele, a barium transition fOund in 

the pistoncylinder aparatua at 60 Kbar, 44 not e:: in the .dlc until 

a pressure of 80 Zbara vas reached. Ke=dy has pointed out that, above 30 

Ibare, the pressures for all fixed points in the anvils are hia, and that 

reasonable arent can be obtained if the ct4 Masures in the anvils 

are reduced by 30% of the ezeecs above 30 Kbars. 

In this inie.tition, the causes of this disCrepaney were dsernted, 

he discrepway wes  found to be attributable to the coinoticn øf th e  

tence of a radial pressure radi:ent in the solid used to traneit the pressure 

to the uateriol under study with the fact that the effective load bearing area 

is less than the area of the anvil face. Becau'e of the slicity of desi 

the lack of intcrua1 friction, earlier inve•ctit0rs assunod that the preasurt 

on the etl'er Ohir24e was the load divided by the face ares.. This procedure 
IV 



was fouM to be iCrrect. With reGpedt to the éea our reau3ta abowed 

that if the load was tLStDibutee uniibzn4 the eUhetive area was Use than 

the area of the face • Mils ua4e the 4.1soreparxy between pressure scales. 

ev3fl poorer. 

he ansver'tOL this apparent paradot was to be foun& in the existence 

of a ri pie eStu'e gradient in the silver ch3bii4e. fte pressures for 

fixed points in the anvils appeared to e her sinoly because they were 

located in the region of lowe8t pressure. When the gaiet was cone iexe4 

in the detennination of the presSure, the di&ciancy belMeen the ransit1on 

pressures found by the two thods disapear$ )  at least to pressures of .)G 

bars. 

As a reBUt of this stur, we bellOm that we have eoteblihed a pressure 

scale that is valid to about 325  1(bars. We also found that excellent results 

can be obtained with the anvis when the existence of the preSSure gtsdleut 

is ensidered is dedigning the Spomtry of the aatple to be studied. Tmxtj  

it was not poCeible to obtain good results by usin$ a thin etri Of mtal 

unted• acrosa the centoi' of the anvil, instead a Circular section of A wire 

eale was reuire4, with the Coner of curvature of the epeCin cointid$.ng 

with the center of the anvils. in this war the ei'bct of the presSure Vmliqvt 

across the ;ale could be n4e nettgible. 

• 	 EL 

The variations we have made in the construction of the anvils has been 

deeczibsd. 5  To pressurea of 195 Iare, the rediograiiic wait indicates that 

no correction need be wift for the inc2eaee in face area when (i.E. aolo7 999 

or Xennametal 1(-11 car!bi4e  inserts are used. 

Single cryntal &iraba'w a*rer chloride sheet rolled to the desired thickness 



waa used for the pressure trsnsmtting nd.iun. Other solids were tried, 

but sl.lver chl.ride was i'ound to be the .rnot satist8or both tith respect 

to the size of the pressure gradient and and with reaeot to the sharpness 

of the transition. A punch was used to obtain a. disc of the nece.scar 

diamoter. The diatters of the dishe were 0.172, 0.297, and O.425 in. for 

use with anvil faces of Y4, 3/s, and Y2  in Utmter. In or8er to preut 

reaction between the silver chlorlde and some tale, the diSCS :are eO4 

with an acrylate ream. 

he silver ch-loride was retained with prcpb3r1Uto ring: coated with 

ferric ozide. The outer diater of the rin; was 	j to the f 

the iner, unless otherwise specified, was 1/16 in. lØss. The t ehss of 

the rings was 0.010 * 0.0005 in. Binds of theoc dinsione vM be fred 

to as standard... 

Fig. 1 Chews. a .scheitiC diagr  of the thed used for resistance mea. 

surernts. The otttut of s regute4 óonstattt current p,wer aupply Wao coimec. 

ted to backV 1Lcck, D . The output of the per eu1y was YariEble from 3 

to 10 ae with a reu1ation of better than 0.3$.  Lower cU±rents can be 

drawn., but regu1tiou is poorer. Mm output wss snu ted through R. IL ooul4 

be a standard reaator or voltap divider. The vvltap dmp wae ted Into a 

10 rn channel of a two .4ha 1 Loads and Northrt 	eed:i, pe G, ecorder. 

This trace aCted as a monitor on the Constancy of the outpttt of the poer supply. 

Leads were so1dred to the ehoulrs of the anile, A. The volte .op between 

these two pcints waS the inut of the other chacl of the recorder. ThiS 

ChSflflS3. was 5 zv full scale. 7be current output of the power etp1y and the 

: voltage drop across the azwtl shoulders were used to conrnte the resistance. 

The resistance thxcgh the anvils in direct contact was in the n gbborhood of 

30 x 10 ohms which, for the resistances luoted in this paper, is a negligible 

quantity. 
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Two different methods were used for nomtin, the utal sanie. In the 

first, used only with biGinuth, an 0.008 in diameter wire was nouxted noial 

to the face of the cilver chLoride diac . A hole to receive the wire was de 

in the silver chloride with an 0.008 in. pivot drill. The length of the wire 

was adjusted so that contact was ina4e betwen the anvils and wires. The 

position of the wire was masured with respect to the center of, the disc 

with a low power biflc•.ar miaroacope. The positior from the center could be 

determined to two signIficaut fiAia. Fresh4 flamed platinum and alg-

ted copper contacts were used in some of these eerirnuits, but the results 

&14 not differ from those in which the bisxnuh contacted the anvil faces 

dire.ct1. 

In the second xthod, the metal wire was bent into a. cireiA: ac of 

measured 4iaiter. The wire was mottabed between two d.iBCa of SL1VZ' aoride 

each of which wa 0.0035 in. thick. The center of the wire are was made to 

coincide with the cCter Of the slYer chloride. Cotaet was made by either 

platinum or gold plugs 0.20 in. in diameter.. These pJAW were punthed from 

0.005 in. foil of the metal. One bole was drillodin each of the ailver 

chloride diac& for the contact plus. The discs, wire, and plue were preed 

toethex by a small harA press to conact the entire aly. When properly 

made, a wire was meunted between two chloride discs, one contact plug fecirig 

t, the other dow. The center of curvature of the wire arc, that of the 

anvile. 

The two materials used ix this paper are bismuth and 

former cam in pelleU,, pty greater than 99.9%. It was made into 0.008 in. 

wire by back etruioñ, tbougb a the of this diameter. The pellets drew very 

easily. Our'present eftrte to meke 0.003 in. bismuth wire have not as Ie 



been suaftes9U. The nganin vire was 4oU1e cee4 40 SwW, about 

0.03 in. in 4iter. 

nah*opresot 

100, 200, or 500 ton caaity. The total load on the amils vaa obtnt: 

from the ra 	U.- aud the gmasum on the oiL The total loada wre 

of SUndards certified 3a1qin test etas. 

Fig. .2 alioc a pressure xeetance ei.u'e fr biee*tb as a aixort virc 

placed in the Cflter of a 3,8 in. anviL The C*ecte'ietiC inCrease of 

reeiatnce below the 1-2 transition j9 laeking. ftis is due to takaup in 

the eet. Actua.Ur, the eiwils are not reUable ufltil a .senz. of 2 5 

0 30KbarS. Uowever, the reliability is sufficient to note the load at 

which the tn 	 an cition starts. The cue shows. the three tiitionc. 7' 

Because of end effects,, this Curve oanWt be used to deterziluethe relative 

ebmW of resistance with pxseure • The oni sipitimat ,eots1 prcpertes 

we the ddbmApe thet indicate trElsitionS. 

As it w= known that the results obtained with the a vils deeude: on 

the =Dunt of silver tworift use4 In an e'erinrt one of our first jj 

gationa' concern4 the effect of the silver Oblori4a ftlakneas on the loads at 

whch trameltions 00cur. he work , 	r,. in 3/8 in. anvils uing $smtxt 

wire mounted in the center of the eilver c•Lori disk. Thre titiona 

ould be followed, the 1-2, 2-3, and 6.8. of these the 1-2ez4 6-8 we:e quite 

sharp and e"Ily lo'ite8•. The 2-3 was A1 end, at tis., cou34 not e 

few. wag roWto are Ohmm in Table 1. 
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effect of Silver Chlozi.de Thice3 on TransitIon Loads 

in Diamth Trmsition 

TMIMM- on 1-2 	2-3 	6.8 

Sil 	1or1d 

0.009 29 103 
• 	0.085 26 29 102 

o.008 27 30 102 

0.007 27 30 1.06 

o.0o6 34 36 127 

it can be seen tt as 1-oDS as the ailver dh .lorilda ticies s eic:1 to 

freater th 0.07 in., t 	n he t1t.ton. baT was not efi'Ct* within the 

rr of these perianta. The Eu1.ts for the two gmatest t1Sea 

were the results or SingLe determimtions .. As 	a ~tbldkheeftA 	 : 

the Oaitr, about 15 attemptc at each thios veze re%dmd before a 

sticcesfU1 dsterifliflation c1d be mde. In all of .  the )ater eextS ti 

thiolmese of the chlortde 4ik was at leaøt 0.007 iL 

• • 

	 Mother variable that we stadied vas the f. 4ter of the aflib. 

We used three nie, 1/2, 	, 3A an• 1/4 in. th iter. he rnU1ta of a 

set of espeft=nts in wh.oh a &it bismtb 4re was muntca in the ceuter 

of the si1r chlorido &iak am summiwKZed 141table U 
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Effect of Anvil Pace Diaseter on Bismuth Transitions 

!:tien ICbra 

	

0.250 	 23.5 	82 

	

0.375 	 27 	100 

	

0.500 	 35 	.120 

The 1-2 transition was found to occur at loadS of 23.50 270  and 35 Ebara 

in 1/4, 3/8, and 1/2 in. anvis respectively. This transition is 	 to 

occur at 25,5  I(bars. it is one of the' best established fixed points. 4  Thu, 

we kflow that the pressure of 25.5  Kbars was reached at lo"s varying from 

23.5 to  35 Kbare depending on the anvil size. The variation in the 6'8 

transitionasrkibn more etz'iking. This was presumabir the 88 Cbar transi-

tlon found by Brjdn in the ptston-cylinder apparatus; throughout the re 

nincer of this paper, the identity is so aeauznd. These results suggested 

to Us that a radial pressure ara4ient existed in the ailvar chloride. 

The pressure grMUent was etab1iehed by varying the position of the 

bismuth wire. VIgs. 3 and 4 ohm the 3..oe4 reqjiired for the 12 and '6-8 

transitions in 3/8 in. aiwfls as a function of the poettion of the wire. B 

is the distance from the Center of the anwil divided by the radius • These 

'results showed that the pressure was the lowest in the center of the ail 

and increased towards the edge. 4lao, it should. be  noted that the gradient 

increased with the total load. gasever, these data cannot be used to determine 

the pressure gradient. Thevethod for this detenninstion is the subject of 

the latter part of this paper'. Within the error of these éerints, the 



iced. required for a given tanaitiou is a linear function of Its distance from 

the ceutr of the srateni. 

nogous results were obtained when the anvil face diater was 1,4 and 

1/2 In. The onLy difterenee is that the elope of the line changed mr1wWv with 

the absolute diameter. Pbr the 1/2 in. avii.s the 1.2 tz'an:ition vr"ed front 

35Kbaraat.=
0

to 23KroatR=
0

.84 whi1 ortheupertansition, the 

coreapoMing figures axe 120 and 82 Kbars. In the i/h in. itivti, the 'taiiation 

in the 1-2 transition was not detezned, the upper was 82 Kbars at the rAmter 

and 62  Kbare at R = 0.7. 

The pr aotwe grad4eut can be eaai4 AxaAerstood in a 	.tative fashion. 

The pree sure at the edge of the anvil Cnnot be greater than the ehear strength 

of the pyropbUite. That is, at the edge of the anvil faoø the ressure is 

of the order of a few itbars, irrespective of the totel 1054 on the anvils. Once 

the anvils are loaded above the shear strength of the pjrophy1lite, the caibide 

anvil faces deforni by a donward motion over the edge at the ring. This loads 

to the lextang observed and discussed by Bridgman. 1  As the lensing of the facee 

occurs, the silver chlortde., or any other eolid, will not foUow the chge in 

shape of the faces, at least tn the time usnaUr taken for an eqriment. The 

leneing brings about the greatest separation at the center of the face The 

internal friction of the chloride and its own tensile proper tee prevent the 

'chloride from flowing to the center. Thus the pressure viii be low at the 

center of the az*il, increase outward, and then at SOM paint decrease to the 

very low value at the  edge of the face • 

This very nicey e3)1atns the disørepaney betwe en the tranaiton preoawes 

obtained in the piston-cylinder apparatus and the anYile. BrIASmai2 and later 

workers loaded the sample in the center of the anvil, wh5xe the preóeure was 

lover than the average. indeed, if the san'frles had been located, at the edge of 
11 



the sliver cbioz'id.e, the pasures also Wt14  have dyjated fr 

cylinder 3cale, but in the opposite direction. 

The ex1anation that the Internal forces in the solid did xwt permit it 

to flow with the á.Lutortlon of the auvLls to obtain unitorni pi sure susto 

that teierature wou3A hey a uarhed influence on the size of the preseux.: 

ra4iEntj the higher the teniperature, the lower tb gre4ie.ut. Ruperiments  

at llêO°C  contird. tt4O prediction. The oui.y trnn:itiea studied was the 

bismuth 6-8 taitLon This transition ce*rred at 76 Kbara Lu the center 

of A/B  in. anvils and at a load. of 68 Dam at B . 0.74 . This ditevezce In 

about 0,5 of that ZouzA at room teuerature. Because of the nature of the 

phase 4ia= of bismuth7  a higher temperature CO14 not be used on this 

aoiid. 

The size of the gradient eculd also be cheed byebanginS the ring 

denstous. In a si1 number of ee: 	s, the outer dJnsion and 

thickness vee kept the seas, WAle the inej4 diane  tsr was reduced to 2./B 

Lu. less than the outer d.iaseter. The pressure gradient was greatly deorasset. 

At the. Bismuth 14 tra ition there was no gi4.t in the silver chloride • The 

results are shown in Pig. 5 These results are to be eoared with those in 

Pig. 30 A pressure gradient was found. when the transition was studied at the 

hior pz'esaures however, it is considerably lose than that shuwn in flg. k 

for the 06 "-8 trLtion. 

The absence of the pressure gradient in the last series of dItenninotione 

•ve an esti:ite of the fraction of the ring that was not load bearn. The 

transition eiown oocurO at a pressure of 25.5 Ebara, whie the awaras load of 

transitions in Pig. 5 was 21.8 Mmrs.. To convert 21.8 to 25.5 ia, it Was 

fleGe8s57 to assune that the "ioad-bear 	&taneter was 0.036  in lees than the 

face diameter. This figure was found to be UAspendent of the face di: tsr, 
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of the ratio of the ini3i4e to outoide diter of the ring, and of the tothi 

This decrease in effective 4iater accounted for a number of obeerratinns. 

First, it will be noted that we have Ltste8 the 1-2 transition in the 1A in. 

anvils at 23 bars when the eez1e was in the centr of the face. SUft this 

was the position of lowest pressure, it waG apparent that the effetive face 

diameter cannot have been 80 larBe as the actual diameter of the face. This 

was especially true since we constructed an apparatus to make sure that the 

anvil faces were lined up wIthin 0.001 in.. A second observation in a6ret 

with this cone14aion was that when we attete4 to nasure the bismuth trai-

tions when the wire was eet in the standud rin, the wire was alws swept 

ouxt. It was never possible to find the 1-2 trantion even When the total 3.oad 

was up to 125 Kbars. The standard r&ns were 0.032  in. across. SiflCO We would 

be oecte4 the pressure to increase from its minimum to it me.zimum value 

over a region on the order of twice 0.013 in., an4 the  wire is 0008 in. in 

diameter, it is not surprising that the wire was swept out. In. the rings ,  that 

were 0.064 in. across, it was pocaibis to deterunine these tranAltions when the 

wire was set in pyopb1lite, provided that there was more than 0.027 in.betveeu 

the edge of, 'the antil az4 the center of the wire. Than the wire was in this 

position the 1.2 transition ran trom a load of 56 to 79 Thars, CLfld. the 6"-8 

-. 	taition was found to start at 121 Kbara. ñ:;  this, it seer6s zeasonab1e tc: 

assume that the pressure rises from its low value at the  edge of the exVil to 

its maximum about 0.030 in from the edge. 

So far the eietence of the pressure gradient in the silver chloride has  

been 4en3trated. Ebwever., no thfomtion has been obtained as to the g-

tuda of this gre,diet. Because of the design of the anvils we assumed that the 

pressure gradient 'use radial. This means that if a wire were tO be bent into a 

circur a, and it center of curvature made to coincide with the center of 
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the anvil, and if the dater of the wire was'dufficiently sil, we could 

say that the wire was at constant pressure. AtuiU, the gzdtent acucs 

the wire was suficient1y nmll and it may be neg.ected. 

For this type of crintent, the larger diamter mvils were adantageGQs. 

Another advsnt 	of this geometry was the long  length of wire that can be 

used. Thia mialmized,  the effects of contact reOistancea. because of its 

ready liability and because it has been 5ed in the pwt for 9reBU2'G 

gauges9  we chose maug=in wire as the basic coz&ctcr for oUr etuäee. To 

obtain circular sectiow, the wire was woufli around an appropriate sized driU 

shanko  ttn cut to the de&ired are length. 

The basic properties were studied in I/ in anvils with the standard  

sized rings. The t4ickneaz of each of the silver Chloride d.iaca was 0.003 

This 	of mountlnZ the sa).es retthd an investigaticn of t. 

effects of this geometry. We were able to show that the results obtazd with 

this mounting were $ghly reproducible., and to a large extant showe4 a lack of 

hteresis ezcept in tb* 	diate region of a p3.npc 	tlon 	5 

W&O Important since it tde4 to in&tte that the observed valueP wCr 

probabLy thoac which would bays been obtai• at. equilibrium. since the as b 

is under essautial isobaio conditIons, thO corrections nv4e by,BrUg= for  

the difference in compressibility of the eaule and silver cbloridc nee.4 not be 

considered. 

In what followe with respect to the etermiltion of pressure the .ofli. 

es.s uti on that we were forced to mee was that the pressure was proporti2lal 

C the load. It will be shn that this a5tton VaZ Self ohs C, if the 

pressure was not proportional to the 104, an ;ansyaia of the prosawle gradient 

would have reve&d the failure of this enet. 
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ig.1 6 illustrates one of the uneme,eftd dividmds of this go try. 

In the past, it has been aeeunisd that only the first &ternzination with riG thg 

pressure had ay ye ity when .snvila were. 4. In this detez.ntipn, the 

tngsn±n wtre was i.A in. in di,ter, the anvils .IA in.. The circles are 

the reculta of the first conreøeion, the squares the Second on the sau 

he presaure was i.overe4 to 21*.7 Kbars, and than the first reading 

on reeoiression was ma& at 31* Kbars. The two deterulwtions agreed to the 

extvaw limit of the recorder. This has been fouad to be trus with ether 

miel. 

The abowe eeriflt Sigsted that we study the revemlbiIIV of ' 

preesion and 4ecompression on nnnin wire. The  resu.lte are shoVfl in 	.7. 

The down preasuá. have been corrected for the '2% 1weteresis in the preaG. 

The 7&OMt'rY was identical th that of the pxi:ueParagraph. There was no 

detectable hysteresis. Of the few ctu,diee' nude so far with this geOntz7, 

hysteresis Was fowit only When a txnrudtion occurred. 

To show the reproducibility of the techaiçie, refers cc is cads. to Fig. 8. 

To nakc the coari5ofl between &ifferent 0SUP108 it was aoeed that the re-

cistance of each sale was unity at a load of 584 gbars, The two determi-

tione agreed within erintal error. 

It was ala: easy to ahoy that the prozeAw of the vin does not distUrb 

the radiol 4istribtion of pressure. This is illustrated in 	. 9 Where the 

relative resietenee is the baste of eotariaon. For this purpose the resistance 

was taken aS unity at 58.5 Bbars. One of the Wires was approxicately, 3/1* of a 

colte cir,cle, the other 1/1* of a Circle. Agpdu there was no .&epaucy 

etween the two. 



- 	has shown that the geontz7 is a hti.y reproducible tech- 

nitue. 1deM, the results iMicated that the voltap drop acmar. the ap1.e 

cou14 have been more aevurate4 deteredid then, with the r corder. 

Another check on the total nthod was to vary  the dater of the hoop 

of mansmi n wire to find the load, at which the bi5ntth tr iitions occur 

at the various d4.ters. The rato of the resistance tbr the "6'8 tretion 

to the 1-2 trauition WhOU14 have been laftpendent of th e hoop  dismter. This 

was true within the oxpertantal error of the . 	detenninationa needed. 

Before tscuasing this point further, we will attpt to set up a 

pressure scale that is eoniitont with all of the dat8, Tp do this, we  will 

take one ti&±d point, the bismuth 1..2 transttion. We awm thet the is-

t&nce of the mw*wdn hoop is uflity at this precuxe. rather,  we ist aesune 

the nenner in which the reniatance Of MaRWA ChWWS with pressure • To 

hope that it wou]4 icease llnear4 wtth pressure would be naive The 

aaeunti.on thAt we zake is that the preore is proportioml . to the load,. 

This scene far reachin, but later we will show that it is ConEistent with 

all of the data ailb1e at the praøont tine. The v4or L11tien of the 

aaswztion that the pressure is p:iona1 to the lmd is that if one fizM 

poizt is. chosen, thethe relattve resistmees as a function of the relative 

load should be indepmdent of the diereter of the hoop of iMn wire. 
- - 

	

	 The results for ibur diftrent diater.c in 1/2 in. anvils are shown in 

Pig. 10. The unertsinty in the load at which the 1-2 tranattion occ= was 

about I Zber; thus, the expected &tttexence in the curves was as high as 

he agreenent was outatudingpy better then thi. The =zJ=zm 4tference 

betweefl the points was less than 3%. The de'i tice from the average was lees. 

Thus it appeared on this basis that this nethod gave a pressure scale 
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Much better concordAnce between the four sets of data W: 

6-8 transition was used as the fiducial point. 

8everal tests of this Scale were nude • The simplost was the detesination 

of the pressure of the bismuth 6"-8 transition. When hoops were x*de of bis- 

muth wire s  the 1,16-8 transition was found at 88 and 39 Rbars with 1/14  and 3/ 

in. &taster hoops respectively. The value given by Briden in the piston-

cj1iader apperatue was 83 Ebare. This. a eeinnt was remarkable. 

A eeeoud test was to use these curve to obtain the pressure gradient in 

the silver chloride under constant load. If the pressure we distance from 

center was correct, then the average observed pressure must be eua1 to 

average pressure couted from the total face area and the applied load. The 

gradient was obtained ei,y from the original reistance-preBsure curves, 

taking the bismuth 1-2 transition as the fiducial points; several such curves 

are shown in Fig. 11. 

There were so= &tfficulties in drawing the entire curve. the four 

nmnganin resistance curves permit drawing the curve from B * 0.153 to 0430. 

These points in each case were Linear. Not much was lost when the etrapo1atiofl 

of theøe four points was nade to B 0. This was ineolTect since it places a 

cusp at the center. A more loicsl solution would have been to set the dertt 

to be equal to 0 at the center. The data were too sparse for this. Near the 

-. 	edge there also were difficulties. It was known that the pressure maat fall to 

• 	 a siU walue at the edge. ar1ier it was pointed out that about 0.013 in. of 

the ring could be considered ntm-1ce4 bearing. This was baøed on a deduction 

- 	 from the bismuth 1-2 transition when there was no pressure gradient in the silver 

chloride, and second the cerimant that no bisrnrh wire cou]4 be held under 	1 
•a pressure approaching the load unless $t was over 0.027 in from the edge of 
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the anvil. 	Thua we aSBume4 that a reasonable 	preeentation of the gradient 

near the edge was that the pressure rose linearly to within 0.030 in of the 

edge of the aUvil, then teu 1 nearly to 5  Ebere at the edge j 

overainlitic4 a couplex situation. 

• 	 The weakest point in the above deecz'ption ie that of the behavior near 

• 	 the edge. 	Rowever, since this region eontribute4 only a relatively mmll part 

to the total, a relatively large error could be nude without obviously affect- 

ing the final result. 	The area u4er the pressure distribution curve where 

the pressure starts to fall to Its low value at the edge was only abOut 3% 

of the total area. 	Thus a 	error in its satiation could lead to an 

error of only 3%. 	The aerege pressure obtained from the curves in 	ig. 11 

øgreed to within i of the eouted average pressure from the load. 	Thus 

when the appUe4 load. is 117 1x4, the average under the curve We 116 Kbars. 

AU of the previouà reulte can be collated sily (in 3/2 in, diaeter 

anvils) by the following, 

P 	(0.725 • 0.168 R)L 	 (i) 

where P to the pressure, I. the load coeputed in the standard ner, and 

B the distance of the s3s1e from the center of the anvil divided by the anvil 

radius. 	This ronvilo is applicable only when the dimensions of the spa omen V  

are so s11 that the pressure gradient across it is fleg344Ible. 	Bridgman 'a 

setup was such that it is not p 	ble to cosparo  results diaectly. 	flis 

V samples were about 0.38 in. long, sad the anvil faces were 1/2 in. in din- 

raition precemee be observed should 

be multiplied by sow rnmer between G-M and 0.83. the method of obtain- 

this gety iS ooplex, and will 

be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 	However, Table in gives a coarison: 



Table m 

	

Pinto y1tnter Anvils 	Calculated from 1q. (1) 
Ba 	60 	So 	58-71. 
Th 	40 	45 	33..40 
Te 	45 	 54 	 39-318 
Ce 	145 	54 	39-218 

- 	 • 	 .----• 	 -- 

of pressures observed by Bridgean in the pistoi--ci34 -.r and anvils. The 

third colwnn gives mpper ant lower bounds for the resistance as calculated 

by Eq. (x). 

More precise- values for Cesium and thallitSn are 42 aM 37 1ws 

respectively. 4  If these values are used for Cosareti'v purposes, then 

the corrected values az's about at the aU?olnt  of the calculated lits 

except for bariw. The ridpoint value for bariwu is high by about $ 

from the quoted value. 

It cboul4 be ehasise4 at this point that this correction is valid 

only with 'what we have called our standard ring d1masione. Pre13Th1nIrt 

UGXt with the 3/8 and 1/4 in. anvils is in agreenent with the results of 

the 1A in. anvils. The bismuth 6-8 transition occurn at 86 and 90 Zbers 

in the 3/8 and 1,14 in. anvils when the z'seietsace cb'ge is used as the 

citeria. The average of all of our results for the bismuth 6-8 transition 

is 88 Kbars. 

Ous surpriaizg feature of the present work is the itude of the 

pressure gradient that exists in the silver chloride disk. When the average 

load, is 117 Kbare, the gradient is of the order 45 Kbara. Actual.i,y, E, (1) 

yields a gradient that is 11.14 of the bet. These figures are valid only r 

this particular geontry. Our present work is extending this swe  treatint 

to the 3/8 and 1/1. in. anvils, and different ring thickuesees. 



1. Schematic djagrSM of i.n 	tation fGr re 	ace aeasureut. 

-reaiateuce curve of short bismuth wire mounted in the center 

of silver chloride in 3/8 in. anvils. 

Pig. 3.  Los4 at which bismuth 1-2 trenaition occurs of 3/8 in. 4ter anvils. 

Fig. 4 . Iad at vbich biui. 6..8 transition Occurs of 3/8 in. anvi.s. 

5. Load at which 1-2 traition occurs in 1/2 in. anv1e when the tnr 

ring d.inrnéter is 3/8 in. 

P14. 6. The xeroducibi1ity on reconression of the saw saup1e of manVain 

wire bent to the shape of hoops. 

Pig. 7. Shows the 1ak of hstereatc on coupression and deco reesion of 

mangenin wire hoops. 

Pig. 8. The xeproducibiUty of the pressure coefftoient of resistance of 

difierent zangw%lz wire hoops. 

Pig. 9. The relative resiatamm of mmmanisk hoops of ditferant arc lengths as 

a function of pressure. 

Fig. 10. The relative resistance of nanganin wire hoops as a function of hoop 

4iaeter. tbity is taken at the bi'th 1-2 transition. 1/2 in. anvils. 

The pressure oradient in silver chloride at various loads. 1/2 in. 

diaiter anvils. 

Pressure zentstanoc curve of bismuth hoop. The hoop was 0.002 in. 

thick and 0.022 in. across. There is a pressure gradient across the 

II!1 
.1 
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